Millijoule laser pulse delivery for spark ignition through kagome hollow-core fiber We report on power handling oriented design of kagome lattice hollow-core fiber and demonstrate through it for the first time nanosecond laser pulses induced spark ignition in a friendly manner. Two different core designs and transmission bands are investigated and evaluated. The energy threshold damage was measured to be in excess of the 10 mJ level and the output power density is approaching the TW∕cm 2 after focusing; demonstrating the outstanding ability of such fiber for high power delivery. © 2012 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 060.5295, 140.3440.
Laser-induced spark ignition has proved to offer several significant advantages over the conventional sparkignition system based on electrical breakdown. Among these advantages we count higher efficiency to ignite leaner mixtures, reduction of erosion effects, selective chemistry, increase of engine efficiency, or shorter combustion time to mention a few [1] . This in turn triggered an ongoing research in laser spark ignition through optical fiber for its considerable and broad potential in providing flexible laser beam delivery. However, the low material's laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) of optical fiber has hindered its successful implementation. Indeed, the typical LIDT of the silica glass, the standard material for conventional optical fiber, is much lower than the minimum power density required for sparking triggering in air or gas mixtures (typically several TW∕cm 2 ). Recalling that for efficient spark ignition, one must meet several requirements. Firstly, a high level of power density, which in turn calls for a tight laser beam focusing configuration. Secondly, for practical application a flexible delivery of the laser beam is necessary. Finally, for efficient laser-induce spark ignition, the laser beam should exhibit a M 2 close to unity. All these restrictions push researchers to investigate the use of hollow-core capillary fiber because of its air-guidance properties. However the higher optical transmission and sensitivity to bend were a hindrance [2] .
The advent of hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) stimulated a renewed interest in fiber based high power laser delivery. Previous investigations demonstrated the ability of photonic bandgap (PBG) guiding HC-PCF in delivering high energy laser pulses in both the nanosecond [3] and femtosecond [4] pulse duration regimes. Unfortunately, the relatively small core diameter PBG guiding HC-PCF (typically the fiber diameter D C is in the range 5-10 μm) and the strong power overlap between the hollow-core and the silica core-surround limited the energies to less than 1 mJ for nanosecond laser pulses [3] and to less than 1 μJ for sub-picosecond pulses [4] that one could couple into these fibers. In parallel to the PBG guiding HC-PCF, we count a second class of HC-PCF coined kagome-like HC-PCF [5] . Owing to its intrinsic guidance mechanism, this fiber proved to exhibit much lower power overlap with the silica part of the fiber structure [6] , which is confirmed with the first demonstration of high harmonic generation [7] . Moreover, the combination of this laser power handling capabilities and the low numerical aperture of the kagome HC-PCF makes this type of HC-PCF an ideal system for laser-induced spark ignition [2] .
Two kagome-like HC-PCFs were fabricated and investigated with the aim to optimize the guidance of high energy laser pulses around 1064 nm. The first one is a single-cell core [8] with a cladding consisting of two rings of kagome lattice with a pitch of 28 μm and strut thickness of 640 nm [see inset of Fig. 1(a) ]. The second fiber is a 7-cell core with hypocycloid shape and three rings of kagome lattice cladding [9] with a pitch of 20 μm and strut thickness of 320 nm [see inset of Fig. 1(b) ]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the transmission and loss spectra for the two fibers. The single-cell HC-PCF exhibits two main transmission windows with a typical loss figure of around 1 dB∕m. The first spans from ∼700 to 1300 nm with edges qualitatively corresponding to the wavelengths of the second and first order of the transverse resonance [6] :
Here t is the silica-strut thickness, n glass is the index of the silica, and m is the order integer. The second transmission window spans from ∼450 to 700 nm. The second HC-PCF ( figure 1(b) ) exhibits a much lower loss (typically ∼250 dB∕km) over broader range (from ∼800 to >1750 nm). This is explained by the thinner struts and secondly by the guidance mechanism [10] [11] [12] . Indeed, for the main transmission window of this fiber, the optical guidance is dominated by inhibited coupling mechanism, while for the other higher order transmission bands the confining power of the inhibited coupling diminishes [9] , and consequently the guidance is strongly influenced by the anti-resonant attribute of the thin silica core surround [6, 8, 9] .
Here the physical and optical characteristics (e.g. strut thickness, pitch and optical loss) were chosen to provide comparative data on the optimum fiber design for high power flexible delivery for spark ignition. In particular, a choice must be made on the ideal strut thickness to have a trade-off between the transmission performance and the power overlap with the silica struts, as they chiefly determine the performance of the fiber for spark ignition.
Indeed, the theoretical maximum energy one could couple into the fiber can be written as E max ∼ LIDT A ring ∕η, where LIDT is the guiding material laser intensity damage threshold of the silica core-surround, A ring is the area of the silica core-surround and η is the theoretical optical power overlap ratio between the hollow-core and silica core-surround [13] . The expression clearly shows opposing trends of having thicker core surround to maximize the power handling and thinner struts to decrease the overlap for the thickness range considered here and improve the guidance. The LIDT for bulk silica is equal to 120 J∕cm 2 for 9 ns pulses at 1064 nm. Figure 1(c) shows the calculated mode profile along two axes of the HE 11 core mode for the single-cell fiber at λ 1064 nm. The figure clearly illustrates the little overlap with silica (more than 40 dB extinction ratio between the intensity in the air core and the silica core-surround), corresponding to η of less than ∼0.05%. The figure is of the same order as for the second HC-PCF and is lower by more than one order of magnitude compared to the PBG HC-PCF. The above-mentioned fibers are then inserted into the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2(a) . The setup comprises a Nd:YAG 9 ns pulsed laser which can deliver 10 mJ at 1064 nm with a repetition rate of 5 Hz and a TEM 00 mode profile. A Glan polarizer is then used to control the incident energy and dielectric high power mirrors are added to adjust the angle of the incident beam. The focused spot is launched into the HC-PCF under test using 53 mm effective focal length lens. The fiber length was 60 cm for the single cell fiber and ∼1 m for the hypocycloid. The fiber is first flushed with Neon to remove any trapped dust inside the fiber core. The output is then refocused with an 8 mm aspheric lens to achieve sparking. Figure 2(b) shows the air breakdown induced by the focused beam (top frames), when a laser pulse of 2 mJ or more is delivered by the HC-PCF.
As a proof-of-concept of the capabilities of the fiber delivered laser beam for spark ignition, a jet of butane from a lighter is set near the focal position of the focusing lens. The bottom frame of Fig. 2(b) shows three frames illustrating the sequence of the spark ignition. Frame one corresponds to the release of the butane in the absence of the pulse. Frame two and three capture the ignition process by laser pulses of energy of 2 mJ or more. For a definitive implementation of our scheme to engine based applications further investigation of butane/air mixture laser ignition with different ratio and pressure is required. The air breakdown and the ignition were observed with both fibers to occur at the same energy level. However, the two fibers exhibit different characteristic regarding the transmission performance and the energy damage threshold. Figure 3 illustrates this difference. It shows the output energy in function of the input one for the single-core fiber [ Fig. 3(a) ] and for the hypocycloid one [ Fig. 3(b) ], respectively.
The maximum output energy of 4 mJ level was achieved for both fibers, but we could see discrepancies in coupling efficiency. The energy coupled in the core is nearly optimal and reaches 89% of the incoming power for the hypocycloid core HC-PCF, while only 39% is transmitted for the single-core fiber. The lack of available data on thin silica LIDT, along with and the presence of contamination (dust) the imperfect coupling conditions and imperfections at the fiber input end are responsible to the discrepancy between the theoretical maximum energy and the experimentally achieved in this paper. The imaging of the reconstructed near-field and the far-field of the fiber outputs (see insets of Fig. 3 ) indicate a nearGaussian beam behavior, thus making HC-PCF an excellent means for a flexible delivery tool for laser-induced spark ignition. The reached energy level is increased by nearly an order of magnitude compared to previous work on PBG guiding HC-PCF [2, 3] and can be brought closer to theoretical limit by improving the setup and the end facet preparation.
In conclusion, high-transmitted energy level and good spatial quality allow us to tightly refocus the outgoing beam and overtake the air ionization breakdown threshold. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first demonstration of HC-PCF delivery for spark ignition application. 
